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I. Abstract
Growing up in a home with many objects from the past, I began to take an interest in my
family’s past, first speaking with my parents and grandparents, and then exploring as many old
family photographs as I could. I saw many familiar faces at different points in time, and learned
the names of those I had never seen before, realizing they too, were family.
I was also struck by the mystery these photographs represented. They were products of
another era, an older technology. As such, time had visibly acted upon them. The images
themselves had become vague, abstracted by time and difficult to recognize. Time has had a
similar effect on the people and connections the photographs represented.
Being a sculptor, I want to draw upon this experience and create a body of sculpture that
explores my interest in family history and identity. I want to create sculptures that are expressive
through their formal qualities. They will depict the passage of time and the way it affects and
alters our connection to the past.
In constructing these sculptures, I will utilize a variety of ceramic processes and glazing
and firing techniques.
For myself, the work is personal, but it also contains an element of the universal. There
will be aspects of the sculptures that the viewers should relate to, drawing upon their own
experiences with family, even if those experiences are not identical.
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Summary
What connects us to our past? Often our only means of tangible connection to our past is
through physical objects such as letters and family photographs. These documents are products
of another era, an older technology. As such, time has visibly acted upon them. They are worn,
scratched, ripped and torn. The details which once distinguished them have faded, reducing them
to ambiguous artifacts of another time.
Whether treated with reverence or discarded as mere paper, time passes regardless, and it
is the physical loss and deterioration caused by time that creates a distortion and disconnect
between our past and ourselves.
With this body of work, I present a sculptural interpretation of this premise. Formally, the
work references paper and other physical documents. These documents are a bridge to the past; a
way information and culture are transmitted from one generation to the next, and a vehicle for
creating continuity over time. Time is suggested through the consistent accumulation of layers
which generate forms, forms that I hope will make material an immaterial link.

II. Discussion of Sources and Research
In preparing for, and executing my thesis work, I did a great deal of research, both
content-driven, as well as technical and process oriented. Moving forward from the family
photographs, which initially sparked my interest in this concept, I began by researching physical
documents, noting their physical characteristics as they change over time. Physical documents
deteriorate and decay from time and neglect. Paper fades, discoloring as it ages. It can grow
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brittle, wrinkling, and tearing. When burnt, paper curls, blackens, and turns to ash. Ancient
Documents, such as the Dead Sea Scrolls, were written on parchment and papyrus. Over the
course of thousands of years, they have decayed, and now the vast majority of these scrolls
survive only as fragments. All of these effects are a result of time and distort documents from
their original form and function (Shrine).
I was also interested in ways that historic documents and objects are stored and
displayed, in particular, those display methods that express reverence for these items. In the case
of the Dead Sea Scrolls, they are kept in the aptly named Shrine of the Book, at The Israel
Museum in Jerusalem. The Shrine was designed specifically to house the scrolls, and is intended
to be a sanctuary with a profound spiritual meaning. Appearing as a great white dome, the shrine
symbolizes the lids of the jars in which the scrolls were found, and the corridor leading to the
shrine resembles a cave, referencing the site of their discovery (Shrine).
Reliquaries are another means of displaying significant objects and documents.
Traditionally, a reliquary is a container, such as a coffer or shrine, used to store and display a
religious relic. Reliquaries were common in medieval and gothic churches and often held the
bones of a saint. These objects became a focus of veneration and the housing became a theatre
for that devotion. Where an image or icon could make the absent present, a relic was presence
itself (Camille 103-105).
Constructed out of lavish materials including silver and copper gilt, filigree, precious
stones, and enamel, the reliquary spoke to the value of the relic inside. In form and design, many
reliquaries incorporated the features of gothic architecture. Gothic architecture is best known for
its pointed arch, flying buttress, and ornate stonework. These features and ornamentation were
purposeful, adding another layer of meaning and significance to the reliquary. Cathedrals
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heralded the “promised glories of things to come” (Camille 9). They were earthly representations
of the “Heavenly Jerusalem” (Camille 12).
I found a parallel to the reliquary in Buddhism, the stupa. The purpose of stupas is nearly
identical to that of reliquaries, containing the remains of saints and other revered leaders. The
stupa form incorporates architectural elements of Tibetan chortens, or temples, whose design
reflects principles of the Buddhist faith (Weldon 118-119).
My technical research began, very naturally, with my material. I had decided to work
with both porcelain and stoneware to create my work. Knowing that porcelain has many unique
characteristics that distinguish it from other clay bodies, I wanted to familiarize myself with a
variety of techniques and processes. To do this, I researched contemporary artists working in
porcelain.
U. K. artist Margaret O’Rorke works exclusively with porcelain, creating beautiful
installations and light fixtures. Although I was not interested in her wheel throwing process, or
creating light fixtures, I valued her work for the way she highlights the bare surface of the
porcelain. She never glazes her work, instead embracing the natural color and surface of the clay.
Through the deliberate use of lighting, both internal and external, O’Rorke gives drama to her
forms, creating strong contrasts between areas of light and shadow (Perryman 126-132).
Two other artists whose work and concept proved inspirational were Tara Donovan and
David Nash. With Nash and Donovan I saw a connection between their work and my own in the
presence of time as a crucial component.
Time is a key factor in the physical creation of Donovan’s work. Working with multiples
on an extreme level, her installations can take weeks to months to complete and require a small
army of assistants to assemble all of the individual components. In Transplanted, made in 2001,
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Donovan and her team created an installation out of thousands of sheets of tar paper. Torn and
stacked together, the tar paper took on the appearance of a topographic landscape, or roiling
waves. However, I immediately saw these layers as strata, an obvious reference to time (Baume
10-11).
Nash’s work utilizes time as a tool that helps make the piece. A famous example is his
earth art piece, Ash Grove, a circle of sculpted trees. Begun as saplings in 1977, Nash trained the
trees as they grew, tending them over years as they slowly matured into finished form he had
originally envisioned. In another work, Wooden Boulder, 1978, Nash carved out a large boulder
from a felled oak. Placed in a stream, the boulder began an incredible journey, changing position
within the landscape from season to season, year to year. Nash began the process but ultimately
became an observer, watching as time created the finished work (Cameron 46-48, 66-67).
In the Crack and Warp pieces, Nash cut layers into large, solid columns of timber. After
cutting, the pieces were kept indoors where warm, flowing air began to crack, warp and curve
the layers, resulting in pieces that were far more spontaneous and organic than the precise
columns they once were (Andrews 145-149).
With the aid of this research, I settled in on clay bodies, and learned how to manipulate
them. I began to consider firing methods, and how they could contribute to the work itself.
Working with high-fire porcelain and stoneware, I knew I would need to fire in gas kilns. I began
firing in small gas kilns, and within a few firings, felt confident in my control of the process.
Aside from reaching the temperatures I required, firing in a gas kiln gave results I could not have
achieved in an electric kiln. By firing in either oxidation or reduction, I could intentionally alter
the color of the porcelain, from the blue gray of reduction to the warm, cream color of oxidation.
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III. Critical Analysis (1000-1500 words)
a.) How materials and processes relate to the content of the work
Following from the thesis proposal, I wanted to make sculptures that dealt with the ability
of time to dim and distort our connection to our past, and the tenuousness and fragility of these
connections. Porcelain was a fitting choice. As a high fire clay, I had the ability to use it to make
extremely thin slabs of clay, which after firing, would be strong and vitrified, but retain the look
of fragility. The porcelain, when made in such thin slabs, is also translucent and ephemeral.
Another crucial reason for selecting porcelain is its tendency to warp during firing.
Unlike other clay bodies, such as stoneware and earthenware, porcelain become glassy when
fired to high temperatures and as a result, softens and fuses to itself. I took advantage of this
property, creating forms out of thin sheets of porcelain connected only in minute areas where the
sheets touch and fuse. The forms appear precarious and even more fragile because the
connections and construction methods are not immediately visible.
I view the act of firing these sculptures in the kiln, and the forces they undergo, as an
analogy to time acting upon connections to the past. I make my sculptures and load them in the
kiln, but once inside, they change and distort. They are not destroyed or unrecognizable, but they
are altered, distorted, and transformed. Through these new forms the work speaks directly to the
concept.
While developing my control with porcelain as a material, it was vital to develop
strategies to portray time through form. My starting point was the use of simple, repetitive
shapes such as slabs and tubes. When used en masse these shapes become layers in a larger form,
their build-up alluding to the accumulation and passage of time, slow, inexorable, constant.
These layers were made individually, cut with a wire tool on a plaster slab. This making
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process represented a massive investment of time into the work. I also felt that the process
related well to the concept. I was creating the units, the “sheets of paper”, from which I would
construct my forms. By building with them and stacking them on top of one another, I was
creating strata, that accumulation which signifies the passage of time. The procedure
implements the method famously described by Sol LeWitt: “When an art uses a conceptual form
of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a
perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that makes the art ” (Baume 98).
b.) Concepts and themes explored
The core of this thesis is the belief that time has the ability to affect and alter our
connection to our past. This connection can be seen through physical objects such as letters and
family photographs. As time passes, these documents change. They fade, rip, wrinkle and are
sometimes lost altogether. With this loss and distortion from the truth, the connection they
represent is likewise distorted.
I believe this concept is very timely. We are living in a time of constant change and
transition. Many historians believe that society has changed more in the last 150 years than at
any other point in human history. Rather than continuity, we can expect continual change. In the
face of such unpredictability we seek the certainty of the past. The poet Percy Brysshe Shelley
understood this plight of modern society when he wrote that we “look before and after and pine
for what is not” (Lichtman 10).
This is a great contrast from traditional societies of the past.
“For those living in a traditional society, mythology or religion adequately
explained the world. People often lived where their ancestors had lived for generations
and where they expected their children to live... The tasks a person performed and the
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skills he or she possessed were themselves probably part of a family heritage... Ordinary
folk did not expect things to change much in their lifetime or in that of their children”
(Lichtman 9-10).

Documents such as family photographs or letters would not have made the past anymore
present when connections to the past were a part of everyday life. Men of women of modern
society do not have this luxury, and so we turn to these physical documents, these artifacts of the
past.
The themes explored within the body of work developed out of the ways in which we
view and treat documents from the past, and how these attitudes affect the documents and in
turn, the connection they represent. More specifically, the themes I have addressed include
reverence, preservation, neglect, deterioration, loss, restoration and rediscovery.
When documents from the past are valued, when the knowledge they contain is deemed
worthy, efforts are made to preserve them. These documents are treated with care and reverence.
They are thought of as more than mere paper and ink. They are a physical link to another time. In
this way connection is maintained.
In contrast, when documents are seen as unimportant or irrelevant, they are neglected and
left to deteriorate. They may even be destroyed intentionally, and with their physical loss, comes
a loss of connection to the past they represent.
There are instances, however, when documents from the past are restored. There is a
clear attempt to rediscover information that has been lost. Through restoration, pieces of our past
are saved from oblivion, and our relationship with the past is re-affirmed, piece-by-piece.
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IV. Conclusion
a.) The body of work
It is through my Reliquary Series that I have explored the
themes of reverence and preservation.
With each of the five reliquaries I have presented a single
scroll, an ancient means of recording and storing information, in
a manner suggestive of a religious relic; an object of reverence
kept for its association with the past.
To emphasize the importance and regard of its contents,

Figure 1-Reliquary Series- Reliquary 1

the reliquaries themselves needed to be sumptuous in surface and elaborate in design. Heavily
inspired by traditional gothic reliquaries and architecture, the ceramic reliquaries, which were
produced using press molds, mimic the patterns of gothic stonework.
Their surfaces, which were applied entirely as cold-finishes, utilize colors that have both
religious and royal connotations. The finished surface is rich and textured with the combination
of flocking, a faux suede surface and copper patina providing a strong contrast to the scrolls. The
scrolls themselves have been treated with oxides for color and should suggest old parchment or
bone. They are carefully laid on cream-colored linen and placed inside the reliquaries, becoming
the relics and the true focus of the pieces.
With the Stack Series, I have addresses the themes of neglect, deterioration and loss.
The stacks themselves allude to piles of paper or books that have been burnt. This
allusion is reinforced by the choice of glaze, a deep charcoal grey, nearly black in color with
areas of texture and crackling, like ash. The glaze both unifies the pieces and highlights the
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paper-thin edges of the individual sheets.
The way the sheets conform to one another
and curve inward also reference how paper
curls when it burns.
The shape of the stacks also has
relevance to the concept. As the layers of
the stacks build up, the form is created,
with subtle changes from layer to layer

Figure 2- Stack Series- Stack 5

combining to create dramatic shifts over the course of the form. Here I am presenting, in a purely
visual manner, the accumulation of time and its ability to dim and distort our connection to the
past.
With my installation piece, Unscrolling, the themes of restoration and rediscovery are
addressed. The piece begins on the central pedestals with a single, tightly rolled scroll, its
contents hidden away and unknown. Over the course of the pedestals there is a progression as the
scroll “unscrolls” itself, unrolling and slowly standing upright as sheets of paper, its contents
known once again.
This progression is reinforced
in several ways throughout the
installation. The papers, now
standing upright, drop off the
pedestals and continue around the
perimeter of the room, returning to
the pedestals and the scroll, to begin

Figure 3- Unscrolling View 3
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again. There is also a gradation of color over the course of the installation, from the cream color
of the porcelain fired in oxidation, that resembles aged, yellowing paper, to a cold blue grey,
fired in reduction, looking like marble or stone.
b.) Implications for the Future
Although I feel confident I was able to bring each of my pieces to a successful resolution,
there are still implications for future work that I look forward to exploring.
When considering the future of the Stack Series, I believe the next step is to make them
larger. Increasing their physical size will increase their presence, making them more sculptural
and allowing them to become stand-alone pieces. Additionally, I will try constructing the stacks
from porcelain. Unlike the glazed black stoneware, porcelain has inherent connotations of
preciousness and value that could present a very interesting contrast to the distorted and fragile
appearance of the stacks.
Thinking beyond clay, I will experiment with other materials that will maintain the look
of paper that is so important to the concept, but will be stronger than clay. Cast bronze is one
material in which the forms could translate well. I would also like to experiment with display,
arranging in them in groupings of various size. In this way the forms interact and have a dialog
with one another.
For the installation, Unscrolling, I believe the piece could benefit from more variation in
the dimensions of the porcelain pages. Greater variation could be very helpful for achieving
movement in the piece, movement that would emphasize the progression and move the viewer
around the room and throughout the installation.
With the Reliquary Series I am looking forward to the creation of new reliquary forms for
my scrolls, in a variety of scales. Larger reliquaries would provide more room around the scrolls,
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and the increased surface area would allow for more elaborate carving and decoration, showing
off more of the influence of gothic architecture. In contrast, with a smaller reliquary, perhaps one
that simply holds the scroll rather than encasing it, the idea that the scroll is the focus is
reinforced. The viewer would also have greater visual access to the scroll itself.
Overall I would like to create more cohesion within my work. The three types of pieces I
have presented are perhaps too distinct from one another. While all stemming from the same
concept and therefore linked conceptually and thematically, they are quite dissimilar visually.
The work could be strengthened by the addition of a common thread or element that ties the
work together formally. Furthermore, I see the potential of the concept to take in new source
material, drawing on contemporary means of recording information. We are witnessing firsthand a transition from the physical storage of information to the digital. Much information exists
on computers and databases only as a sequence of code and has no tangible existence. Its
existence is perhaps even more precarious than an ancient scroll or parchment. The inclusion of
contemporary references into the work could create a very interesting contrast to the historic
documents and architecture I have been using thus far. With these ideas in mind, I will move
forward from my thesis. I am confident in the continuing potential of this concept to generate
future work, as there is still much I would like to research, explore and develop.
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Image Documentation
Reliquary Series

Reliquary 1, 2012
White Stoneware (Cone 10), flocking, paint, cord, steel
Dimensions: 5” x 5” x 13”
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Reliquary 2, 2012
White Stoneware (Cone 10), flocking, paint, cord, steel
Dimensions: 5” x 5” x 13”
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Reliquary 3, 2012
White Stoneware (Cone 10), flocking, paint, linen, steel
Dimensions: 5” x 6” x 12.5”
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Reliquary 4, 2012
White Stoneware (Cone 10), flocking, paint, linen, steel
Dimensions: 5” x 6” x 12.5”
20

Reliquary 5, 2012
White Stoneware (Cone 10), flocking, paint, linen, steel
Dimensions: 5” x 6” x 12.5”
21

Reliquary 5, Alternate View
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Stack Series

Stack 1, 2012
Brown Stoneware (Cone 10), and Cone 04 Glaze
Dimensions: 11” x 8” x 7.5”
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Stack 2, 2012
Brown Stoneware (Cone 10), and Cone 04 Glaze
Dimensions: 13” x 7” x 8”
24

Stack 3, 2012
Brown Stoneware (Cone 10), and Cone 04 Glaze
Dimensions: 12” x 6” x 7”
25

Stack 4, 2012
Brown Stoneware (Cone 10), and Cone 04 Glaze
Dimensions: 13.5” x 10.5” x 7.5”
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Stack 5, 2012
Brown Stoneware (Cone 10), and Cone 04 Glaze
Dimensions: 12” x 12” x 10
27

Stack 6, 2012
Brown Stoneware (Cone 10), and Cone 04 Glaze
Dimensions: 8” x 6” x 9.5”
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Unscrolling

Unscrolling (Installation), 2012
Porcelain (Cone 10-11)
Dimensions: 20’ x 13’
Installation View 1
29

Installation View 2
30

Installation View 3
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Installation View 4
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Installation View 5
33

Installation View 6
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